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Motivation

Experience has shown that quadrotor flight rou nes such as waypoint

tracking can be sa sfactorily executedwith posi on and orienta on-based

successive loop closure. However, more acroba c flight maneuvers which

track con nuous reference trajectories are be er served with a control

scheme that goes beyond posi on-based control. Be er a tude control

can be obtained by controlling off of both a tude and angular rate errors

which have been derived from a high-fidelity, full-state trajectory genera-

tor and corresponding full error-state linear quadra c regulator.

This project aims to implement advanced quadrotor trajectory genera on

and control methods which leverage concepts such as Lie theory, differ-

en al flatness, and quaternion a tude representa on in order to achieve

stable, acroba c trajectory tracking on the Parrot Mambo hardware plat-

form.

Lie Theory Background

The a tude of rigid bodies cannot be represented as a vector. Thus, the

dynamics of a quadrotor do not truly evolve over an affine space, but rather

over amanifold, which is a nonlinear topologywith con nuous deriva ves.

Lie theory provides themathema cal tools for doing calculus onmanifolds.

Figure 1. Illustra on of the computa ons (from Lie theory) occurring on the manifold

and its tangent spaces to compute the Jacobians of state dynamics for state

representa ons that are not vector spaces. Figure taken from [3].

Lie theory facilitates calculus on manifolds by providing the following:

A bi-direc onal geodesic mapping between a manifold, M, and a

space tangent to it, TX M (which is a vector space).

A method for adding a vector increment to a manifold object with the

⊕ operator to evolve its state.

A method for subtrac ng manifold objects with the 	 operator to

compute a vector represen ng their difference.

A linear operator (called the adjoint) for re-expressing a vector in a

tangent space at manifold object X in terms of the tangent space at

the iden ty manifold object (referred to as the Lie Algebra).

Project Description

The Simulink flight control system for the Parrot Mambo Minidrone is

augmented with a full-state Trajectory Generator and Error-state LQR

controller (TG-ELQR):

Figure 2. Architecture for augmented Parrot Mambo control system.

The trajectory generator, based primarily on the work laid out in [2],

generates reference commands for every degree of freedom from the

commanded values and deriva ves of the four “differen ally flat” states

of posi on and yaw. The error-state LQR, based on [3] and [1], seeks to

drive the state error to zero by performing control calcula ons directly

on the manifold.

Simulation Results

Prior to hardware tes ng, a comparison was made between the posi on

tracking performance of the Parrot Mambo’s default controller and the

TG-ELQR controller. The benchmark was a figure-eight flight pa ern with

smoothly varying posi on commands in all three dimensions.
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Figure 3. Default controller tracking.
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Figure 4. TG-ELQR controller tracking.

The significantly be er tracking performance of the TG-ELQR controller

points to the fact that the default controller for the Parrot Mambo is de-

signed to achieve good performance in tracking step commands or way-

points, and not a con nuously varying posi on command. The TG-ELQR

controller, on the other hand, is able to convert smoothly varying posi on

(and yaw) commands to full-state commands that can be efficiently tracked

with full-state feedback for more agile flight performance.

Trajectory Generator

Quadrotor dynamics are differen ally flat, meaning that given four key

values
[
pN pE pD ψ

]T
and their deriva ves, all other state values can be

derived from them algebraically.

The implemented trajectory generator assumes a constant yaw command

of zero, and so it only takes the commanded posi on, velocity, acceler-

a on, and jerk as its input, compu ng the remaining full-state trajectory

command with the following calcula ons (which leverage the exponen al

map operator from Lie theory):

θ = cos−1(eT3
a

||a||
)

qbI = expq(θ[e3]×
a

||a||
)

vbb/I = RbI ṗ
I
b/I

hω =
ȧ− ((RbI)

Te3 · ȧ)
||g − a||

(RbI)
Te3

p = hω·(RbI)
Te2

q = −hω·(RbI)
Te1

r = 0

Error-State LQR

The error-state LQR controller is akin to normal LQR, with a few quirks:

The state vector is defined as x̃ = x	 xc, such that x̃ (or the

error-state) exists in the tangent space of the manifold that defines x.

The A and B state space matrices come from the Jacobians of the

error-state dynamics, rather than the nominal dynamics.

Jacobians are calculated from the standard defini on of the deriva ve,

subs tu ng the plus and minus operators with ⊕ and 	, respec vely.

The error-state dynamics of a quadrotor are calculated to be

˙̃pIb/I = (RbI)
T ṽbb/I − (RbI)

T [vbb/I ]×r̃
b
I

˙̃vbb/I = g[RbIe3]×r̃bI − [ωbb/I ]×ṽ
b
b/I + [vbb/I ]×ω̃

b
b/I

˙̃rbI = ω̃bb/I − [ωbb/I ]×r̃
b
I
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